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ABSTRACT
Photopolymerization of epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins takes advantages of inherent
properties present in the free-radical and cationic reactions to reduce oxygen inhibition
problems that plague free-radical reactions. Similarly, the combined reaction mechanisms
reduce moisture sensitivity of the cationic reactions. Despite the advantages of epoxyacrylate hybrid resins, problems persist that need to be addressed. For example, low
conversion and polymerization rate of the epoxides are a problem, because the fast
acrylate conversion prevents the epoxide from reaching high conversion. Controlling
phase separation is challenging, since two moieties with different properties are reacting.
The physical properties of the polymer will be impacted by the availability of different
moieties. High shrinkage stress results from the acrylate moiety, causing buckling and
cracking in film and coating applications.
The overall goal of this study is to use the fundamental knowledge of epoxyacrylate hybrid resins to formulate industrially viable polymers. In order to achieve this
goal, the study focuses on the following objectives: (I) determine the apparent activation
energy of the hybrid monomer METHB, (II) increase epoxide conversion and
polymerization rate of hybrid formulations, and (III) control physical properties in epoxyacrylate hybrid resins.

In order to increase the epoxide conversion and rate of

polymerization, the sensitivity of epoxides to alcohol is used to facilitate the activated
monomer (AM) mechanism and induce a covalent bond between the epoxide and acrylate
polymers through the hydroxyl group. It is hypothesized that if the AM mechanism is
facilitated, epoxide conversion will increase. As a result, the resins can be tailored to
control phase separation and physical properties, and shrinkage stress can be reduced.
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In pursuit of these objectives, the hybrid monomer METHB was polymerized at
temperatures ranging from 30°C to 70°C to obtain apparent activation energy of 23.49
kJ/mol for acrylate and 57 kJ/mol for epoxide moeities. Then, hybrid systems pairing
hydroxyl-containing acrylates with epoxides were formulated to promote the faster AM
mechanism. Monomer composition was changed in the presence of hydroxyl-containing
acrylate, and initiators were carefully selected in order to control phase separation. The
conversion of acrylate and epoxide was monitored in real time by Raman spectroscopy.
The physical and mechanical properties were monitored using dynamic mechanical
analysis. Epoxide conversion and rate of polymerization in epoxide-acrylate hybrid
monomer systems were shown to increase through the introduction of a hydroxyl group
on the meth/acrylate monomer, taking advantage of the faster AM mechanism.

In

addition, this covalent bond linking the epoxide network to the meth/acrylate polymer
chains resulted in little or no phase separation and a reduction of the Tg for the hybrid
polymer compared to the neat epoxide.
Fundamental knowledge gained from this research will enable the use of epoxyacrylate hybrid resins in variety of applications. For instance, shrinkage may be reduced
in dental fillings, noise and vibration problems in aircraft and other machinery may be
controlled, and photopolymerization cost could be reduced in thin film applications.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Introduction
Photopolymerization uses light, instead of heat, to initiate reactions that convert
monomer to polymer. This process has led to increased productivity, new capabilities for
end users, cost effectiveness, and environmental friendliness.1 Photopolymerization has
many unique advantages over conventional thermal processes. Reactions can take place
at low or room temperatures, which decreases energy demands and reduces thermal
runaway hazards. Spatial and temporal control is easy to achieve, as light can be directed
to locations of interest in the system and is easily shuttered, which for certain
formulations, allows one to start and stop the reaction as needed. Photopolymerizable
monomers generally have very high rates of reaction, which allows for higher production
speeds. Also, formulations are typically solvent-free, which reduce the emissions of
volatile organic pollutants in comparison to thermal methods.2,3
Ultra-violet (UV) formulated product usage has experienced growth for 35
consecutive years, growing from 5,000 to 95,000 metric tons starting from 1970 to 2005.
Many industries have benefited from the application of photopolymerization such as the
coating, ink, and adhesive industries. Its application has also expanded into uses such as
food packaging, interior and exterior design, and biomedical implants.4,5
In this study, the monomers in consideration are acrylates and epoxides, which
undergo free-radical and cationic polymerization respectively. Acrylates have high
reaction rates compared to epoxides, are amenable to high-speed processes, and exhibit
rapidly decreased reaction rates upon shuttering the illumination source, which makes
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them suitable for spatial and temporal control. They can be easily modified to obtain
desired chemical, mechanical and optical properties for various applications. Epoxides
have excellent mechanical properties, low shrinkage, chemical and heat resistance,
excellent adhesion, and low toxicity.6,7
The major disadvantage of the free-radical reaction mechanism is sensitivity to
oxygen. In order to overcome inhibition by oxygen, several costly approaches have been
taken such as using inert gases to blanket the system and waxes or shielding films to
prevent oxygen from entering the system. Cationic reactions, although not inhibited by
oxygen, still pose their own challenges, such as moisture and alcohol sensitivity and slow
reaction rates in comparison to free-radical reactions.4,8-10
Researchers have attempted to address these drawbacks by developing hybrid
systems that combine the two reaction mechanisms, free-radical and cationic, in order to
take

advantage

of

the

unique

properties

inherent

to

each.11,12

Hybrid

photopolymerizations, which contain two functional groups polymerized by independent
reaction mechanisms, have arisen in recent years. For example, free-radical and cationic
photopolymerization systems like epoxide-acrylate12,13 and acrylate-vinyl ether14,15 hybrid
systems have been reported. This study focuses on epoxide-acrylate hybrid systems,
which have been shown to mitigate oxygen inhibition15,16 and moisture problems17 that
plague free-radical and cationic polymerizations, respectively.
Despite the advantages of epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins, problems persist that need
to be addressed. For example, low conversions and slow curing rates of epoxides is a
problem, because the fast acrylate conversion prevents the epoxide from achieving high
conversion. Phase separation is possible, since two moieties are reacting with different
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properties; hence, controlling phase separation will add value to the hybrid resins. The
physical properties of the polymer will be impacted by the availability of different
moieties. Understanding ways of tailoring the properties of the hybrid resins is necessary
in order to incorporate it in industrial applications. High shrinkage stress that results from
the acrylate moiety lingers and will need to be reduced.2,18,19
Background
The photopolymerization of acrylates and epoxides by free-radical and cationic
reaction, respectively, are types of chain polymerizations. In chain polymerization,
polymers are formed by the continuous addition of monomers to the growing chain one
molecule at a time. It has three major kinetic steps: initiation, propagation, and
termination. The initiation involves two steps: first, initiators are dissociated by light, to
form reactive species (R*), and secondly, the reactive species reacts with a monomer (M)
to form a propagating chain (M*). All reactive species, whether initiator fragments or
propagating chain ends are termed active centers. Propagation starts when the active
center continues to add monomers to form a growing polymer chain (Mn*) as summarized
in Scheme 1.1. The type of termination occurs depending on the reaction mechanism; for
instance, in free-radical reaction, termination is either by combination or by
disproportionation.4,10,20,21
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Initiation

Propagation

Free-radical
Termination

I

hv

Mn * +
.
.
Mn + Mm
.
.
Mn + Mm

R*

M

M

kp

M*
Mn+1*

ktc

Pn+m

ktd

Pn

+

Pm

Scheme 1.1: Chain polymerization mechanism

The acrylate and epoxide monomers have some inherent properties unique to
each. Acrylate monomers are plagued by sensitivity to oxygen; they have faster reactions,
and generally, they have lower transition temperature compared to the epoxide
monomers. The epoxide monomers, on the other hand, are sensitive to moisture and
alcohol, the reactions and conversions are slow, and epoxides in many instances have
higher glass transition temperatures compared to acrylates. Some of these properties are
desirable, while others are not; the study in Chapter 3 aims to enhance the desirable
properties and minimize the undesirable properties of the polymer.22-24
Acrylates
Free-Radical Reactions: In order to produce free radicals that initiate
polymerization, photoinitiators decompose upon absorption of light to react with
monomers as shown in Figure 1.1 Free-radical photoinitiators may be classified as
unimolecular and bimolecular. With unimolecular photoinitiators, only one molecular
species interacts with light to produce a free-radical active center. Most of these initiators
are α- or β-cleavable in a position relative to the carbonyl group; examples include benzyl
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ketal, benzoin ether, and amino ketones. Bimolecular photoinitiators, on the other hand,
require two molecular species to form the propagating radical: a photoinitiator that
absorbs light and a co-initiator that serves as a hydrogen or electron donor, examples of
bimolecular initiators are benzophenone derivatives and thioxathones.4,25

OCH3
O OCH3
C C
OCH3

hv

O
C

+

C
OCH3

benzoyl ketal
O

dimethoxyphenyl
acetophenone (DMPA)

CH3 +

C

OCH3

Figure 1.1: Benzoyl radical, α-cleavage of photoinitiator dimethoxyphenylacetophenone
(DMPA)

Monomers that accept a radical from an initiating species and then transfer that
radical to another monomer to form a polymer are suitable for free-radical
polymerization. Examples of monomers that satisfy this condition are acrylates,
unsaturated ester/styrene, and olefins polyene monomers. The most widely used
monomers for free-radical photopolymerization are acrylates and methacrylates. Figure
1.2 shows the generalized structure of the acrylate monomer and its corresponding
polymer formed after reaction. These monomers, due to their high reaction rate, are
amenable to high-speed processes desirable in many industries such as film and coating
industries. They can be easily modified to obtain desired chemical, mechanical and
optical properties for various applications. While polymerization of acrylates has many
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advantages, the drawbacks include potential health hazards, volatility, unpleasant odor,
oxygen inhibition and high shrinkage.2,26-28

RO

O

R1

C

C

R1
CH2

Acrylates: R1 = H

CH2

C

RO

C
O

Methacrylates: R1 = CH3
Figure 1.2: Molecular structure of generalized acrylate and its corresponding polymer
repeat unit.

Inhibition by Oxygen: Molecular oxygen, which is present in air, inhibits

free-radical photopolymerizations in several ways. It can react with the excited-state
photoinitiator to quench the initiation reaction. Similarly, it can react with free radicals
produced from photolysis (R•) and propagating species (Mn•) to form peroxy radicals,
which are non-reactive towards acrylate double bonds. These inhibition mechanisms are
shown in Scheme 1.2.16,24,29 Thus, oxygen is an active chain terminator, which reduces
the rate of polymerization in free-radical reactions. This limitation of free-radical
polymerization has led to the exploration of other reaction mechanisms, such as the
cationic polymerization of epoxides.
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I

hv

I*
quenching

O2
I

R*

M

M*

O2

O2

ROO*

MOO*

nM

Polymer

Scheme 1.2: Oxygen inhibition in free-radical photopolymerization

Shrinkage of Acrylates: Shrinkage is the volumetric decrease of the polymer

unit until the reaction is terminated. It is an inherent phenomenon of polymers from the
polymerization of carbon-carbon double bond monomers. The process occurs by the
replacement of relatively weak, long-distance, intermolecular Van der Waals bonds by
stronger, shorter, covalent bonds between the carbon atoms of different monomer units as
shown in Scheme 1.3. Polymerization shrinkage is not a problem encountered in ringopening polymerization such as epoxideswhere expansion rather than shrinkage can
occur.30-32
Polymerization shrinkage is important to reduce because its adverse effects on the
resulting polymer. For instance, in the case of coatings, the resulting tensile stress due to
shrinkage may lead to cracking and delamination, posing a major problem to such
applications.28 In dental fillings, shrinkage increases failure during the functioning of the
tooth. Introduction of inorganic non-shrinking phase to the polymer matrix is an approach
that has been used to reduce shrinkage. However, this introduction has led to an increase
in the stiffness of the material that is not desirable since cohesive fractures due to internal
stresses can occur either in the tooth or in the composite.28,33-36 Structural illumination,
where a patterned light is chosen specifically for selected monomer or initiators
polymerization, is used to reduce shrinkage stress. This method takes advantage of the
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region in which different initiator absorbs light and the temporal ability of
photopolymerization to set up the reaction sequence.37 Other methods such as spiroorthocarbonates, spiro-orthoesters, and other strained bicyclic monomers have been
incorporated into curable formulations to reduce shrinkage.30,38 Ethoxylated monomers,
reaction temperature and speed, light intensity, and reversible addition fragmentation
chain transfer have been reported to result in reduced polymerization shrinkage.28,39 In
Chapter 3, epoxides are mixed with acrylate resins and the reaction pattern sequenced
without a structural illumination technique with an ultimate goal to reduce
polymerization shrinkage. If successful, sample preparation and polymerization will be
simpler with the new approach suggested by this study.

R

CH CH2
1.34Å

H2C

CH R

3.4Å 1.34Å

6.08Å
shrinkage (25%)

polymerization

R

CH2 CH2 CH2

CH2

1.53Å 1.53Å 1.53Å

R
4.59Å

Scheme 1.3: Shrinkage from polymerization of carbon-carbon double bonds with Van der
Waals distance.32
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Epoxides
Cationic Ring-Opening reactions: Cationic photoinitiators include the

highly effective commercial iodonium and sulfonium salts, shown in Figure 1..40 Upon
photolysis, these salts undergo a homolytic cleavage to form an aryl cationic free radical
and anion. The aryl free-radical cation abstracts hydrogen from a suitable hydrogen donor
(R-H) to form an aryl acid. The dissociated anion recombines with the aryl acid to form a
Bronsted acid. The Bronsted acid formed from the photolysis protonates the monomer,
such as the epoxide as shown in Figure 1.4, to result in polymerization.20,41-43

I

+
+

R

MXn

-

S MXn

-

Figure 1.3: Generalized molecular structure of iodonium (left) and sulfonium salts (right)
where MXn- denotes metal halide.

Various classes of monomers will undergo cationic chain polymerization,
including epoxides, vinyl ethers, propenyl ethers, siloxanes, oxetanes, cyclic acetals, and
furfural. The attributes of these polymers include excellent mechanical properties, low
shrinkage, chemical and heat resistance, excellent adhesion, and low toxicity, making
them important for a variety of commercial applications. Cationic polymerization has
several advantages over free-radical polymerization: it is not inhibited by oxygen and has
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long-lived active centers.20 Despite the advantages of cationic reactions over free-radical
reactions, cationic photopolymerizations based on epoxides have their drawbacks. They
exhibit low conversion and reaction rates, have a narrow choice of efficient
photoinitiators, and are sensitive to moisture and alcohol.44

O
H 2C

hv
CH

R

O

PI

CH2

CH
R

n

Figure 1.4: Molecular structure of generalized aliphatic epoxide monomer and its
corresponding polymer repeat unit

O C CH CH2
O
+

H

O

+

+

H

O

.

R

O C CH CH2 +
O

.

R

Figure 1.5: Epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins; hybrid monomer molecule (left) and hybrid
mixture (right)

Sensitivity to Moisture and Alcohols: Water, which is often present as

vapor in the atmosphere, has been shown to affect cationic polymerization in several
ways. It can act as the hydrogen source to induce decomposition of the photoinitiator
since an excessive amount of water can neutralize the initiator and inhibit the reaction
through hydrolysis of the organic cation and anion of the super acid. Similarly, it can also
participate in chain transfer reactions and consequently impact the final polymer
properties.45,46 Small amounts of water have been shown to reduce the average molecular
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weight of linear polymer and the hardness of cross-linked polymers.47 Propagation of the
cationically polymerizable monomers, such as epoxides, proceeds through the active
chain end (ACE) mechanism, shown in Scheme 1.4a.48
The presence of a nucleophilic species in the system, such as an alcohol, will
result in a secondary reaction pathway: the activated monomer (AM) mechanism, shown
in Scheme 1.4b. In this chain transfer reaction, a proton is exchanged rapidly between
proton donors present in the system to activate other monomer molecules. The AM
mechanism has been demonstrated to limit the chain length of the cured polymer, which
has a pronounced effect on the mechanical properties of thin films.46 The problem of the
AM mechanism where the chain lengths are limited is addressed in Chapter 3, by
incorporation of hydroxyl-containing acrylate monomer to form hybrid resins. The
resulting reaction also covalently bonds the epoxide network to the acrylate chain through
the hydroxides contained in the acrylate thereby reducing phase separation and lowering
Tg of the polymer compared to the neat epoxide polymer.
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a : Active Chain End (ACE) mechanism
Slow propagation
H

+

O

+

+

O

+

O

O

HO

O

+

O

HO

n

O

HO
b : Activated Monomer (AM) mechanism
Fast chain transfer
-

+

R OH

HO

H2O

HO

O
HO

O
O

O
OH

R +

+

H

+ H+

Scheme 1.4: Moisture and alcohol sensitivity of epoxides

Hybrid Resins
Hybrid Resin Reactions: Hybrid resins combine two kinds of monomer

functionalities to improve the reaction rate of the system and/or the physical properties of
the polymer formed. Examples of hybrid systems include acrylate-epoxide, acrylate-alkyl
and glycidyl, acrylate-oxetane systems, etc.8 A hybrid monomer molecule is a single
monomer with two functional groups, while a hybrid mixture is the combination of two
monomers, each of different functional groups as shown in Figure 1.5. Hybrid resins of
acrylate and epoxide moieties undergo simultaneous free-radical and cationic ringopening polymerizations respectively. In the presence of a multi-functional monomer, the
hybrid reaction can result in the formation of networks. Network formation in hybrid
resins promise versatility in physical properties, because tuning of the polymer networks
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is possible through chemical composition.
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The combination of epoxides and acrylates

monomers has been shown to reduce atmospheric sensitivity as compared to the neat
formulations.2 In recent studies by Cai et al., the presence of the acrylate moiety has
resulted in reduced water and alcohol sensitivity of the cationic polymerization.
Similarly, the epoxide moiety has been reported to provide an alternate reaction route at
the surface where oxygen inhibition of acrylate is high, thereby reducing the inhibition
effect.8,23,37,47
Low Conversion and Polymerization Rate of Epoxides: Cationic

photopolymerization of epoxide has many advantages that are desirable in the hybrid
polymers. It has led to reduced oxygen inhibition of the acrylate when hybrid
acrylate/biscycloaliphatic epoxy are photopolymerized,49 and lower shrinkage for dental
application when methacrylate/vinyl ether hybrid systems were paired.15 However, the
limitation of low reaction rate and conversion persist in hybrid polymerization of epoxyacrylate resins. For instance, although He et al. prepared a novel benzoyl-substituted
diaryliodonium salt used for hybrid polymerization of cyclohexene oxide and methyl
methacrylates, the result showed a lower epoxide conversion compared to the acrylate.50
The much faster acrylate reaction interferes with epoxide conversion because the epoxide
chain growth takes place via the relatively slow active chain end (ACE) mechanism.48
In an attempt to increase the epoxide conversion, hybrid monomers have been
used in place of hybrid formulation. For instance, Yong et al. used a synthesized epoxyacrylate hybrid monomer, epoxy-acrylate (EA) and epoxide-acrylate hybrid (EAH), to
obtain increased epoxide conversion.23 Cai et al., when considering the effect of water
concentration on a commercially available hybrid monomer, 3,4-epoxy-cyclohexyl-
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methyl methacrylate, (METHB), obtained promising results that showed an improved
epoxide conversion.47 Crivello et al. combined multi-functional glycidyl ethers and 3,3disubstituted oxetane into acrylate monomers to accelerate the epoxide conversion.8
The aim of the study in Chapter 3 is to use commercially available monomers to
increase epoxide conversion, with simpler sample preparation. The AM mechanism will
be facilitated by pairing a hydroxyl-containing acrylate with epoxide. It is expected that
this pairing in the presence of free-radical and cationic initiators will result in the
covalent bonding of the epoxide network to the acrylate chain through the hydroxides
contained in the acrylate, thereby reducing phase separation and lowering Tg of the
polymer compared to the neat epoxide polymer.
Kinetic Analysis: Raman spectroscopy is used to monitor the polymerization

rate and conversion of epoxide and acrylate moieties. Raman spectroscopy is based on
light scattering principles. It has been widely applied to structural studies of polymers
because it can identify the chemical structure by detecting the rotational and vibrational
transition in molecules and can follow the change of chemical bonds during
polymerization.51 Raman spectroscopy is not limited to kinetics analysis, but has been
applied in several ways, including to characterize polymers,51 for cure monitoring,52 to
demonstrate oxygen inhibition,2 and to study polymers and polymerization process.53
Raman scattering occurs on the picoseconds time scale, enabling monitoring of
rapid reactions in real time. In addition, the method requires minimal sample preparation,
and variety of samples can be analyzed.54-56
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reactive band at 790 cm-1 and acrylate carbon double bond reactive band at 1640cm-1

The Raman spectrum of hybrid formulation of HEA-EEC is shown in Figure 1.6. The
epoxide reactive peak is at 790 cm-1, while the acrylate reactive peak is at 1640 cm-1. If
spectral baselines remain constant through the reaction, Raman spectra are converted to
conversion (α) by ratioing the peak area of reactive Raman bands before and during
reaction (

, respectively) according to Equation 1.1.57
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Phase Separation of Hybrid Resins: Phase separation is a phenomenon

that occurs when mixture of two or more monomer moieties separate into distinct regions
(or phases) with different chemical composition and physical properties.58 The domain
size of each moiety may increase because of hydrodynamic flow and diffusion of the
monomer mixture. The different domains can be grouped into two, in terms of the
composition symmetry: a droplet pattern for an asymmetric mixture and a bi-continuous
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pattern for a symmetric mixture. In a dynamic asymmetric mixture, the diffusion of the
fast dynamic phase is prevented by the slow dynamic phase, thereby retarding the
reaction of the fast dynamic phase by the slow dynamic phase. If the viscosity of the
mixture is low, the reaction of the fast dynamic phase is fast, and polymer is formed;
diffusion of the dynamic phase will prevent equilibrium, and in this case, a double phase
is present.58-60 Phase separation commonly occurs during curing processes due to the
thermodynamic incompatibility between the components61,62 and/or different kinetics
exhibited by the moieties present.63
In a recent study, silicon resins carrying Si-H, Si-CH=CH2 and Si-OH groups
were blended with diglycidyl ether of hydrogenated bisphenol A (DGEHBA) to control
phase separation18 for an optically clear silicone/epoxy polymer. In the study, the
composition of the monomer blend was important in the curing kinetics and controlling
phase separation: when Si-OH reacted with the epoxy resins, phase separation was
prevented. Phase separation has also been studied and controlled in polymerization of
hybrid compositions based on urethane-acrylates,64 alkyld-epoxide resins, and
polyisocyanates61 because they contain compounds that cure by different mechanisms.
Phase separation can be determined by different analytical methods. In some instances,
these methods are combined with differential scanning calorimetric (DSC), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), or dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA).18,64 The presence
or absence of double peaks in tan delta traces from DMA or heat flow traces from DSC is
an indication of the presence or absence of microscopic phase separation in the polymer
materials.
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In Chapter 3, epoxy-acrylate hybrid mixtures were polymerized to control phase
separation. Formulation composition, initiator choice, and reaction kinetics were used to
control phase separation.
Physical and Mechanical Analysis: Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)

can be used to analyze material response when an oscillating force is applied to a sample
as a function of temperature and time. Several properties can be calculated from the
material response, such as tendency to flow (viscosity) from the phase lag and the
stiffness (modulus) from the sample recovery, tan delta (δ), and glass transition
temperature (Tg).65 DMA is the most preferred technique for measuring Tg, followed by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Other measuring techniques are available, but
are less sensitive, such as thermo-mechanical analysis (TMA) and dielectric thermal
analysis (DEA).22
In a DSC, Tg is denoted as the point of inflection in the step change observed in
the heat flow curve for a small amount of material.66 The concern is that the small
amount of material may not be representative of the overall polymer. In a TMA, Tg is
defined as the onset change in rate of expansion from either side of the step transition
during temperature ramping of the dimensional changes in material as a function of
temperature, time, and applied force. These measurements can be operator dependent and
may result in inconsistent reporting of the transition temperature.67
The results from DMA have been used to classify other inherent properties of
polymers, including determination of network properties of thiol-ene/acrylate systems,68
characterization the viscoelastic properties of denture base resins with different curing
modes,69 and classification of polymer glass transition temperature and microscopic
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phase separation.23,68 In Chapter 3, DMA was used to determine Tg, modulus, and
microscopic phase separation of hybrid resins.
Objectives
The overall goal of this study is to use the fundamental knowledge of epoxyacrylate hybrid resins to formulate industrially viable polymers. In order to achieve this
goal, the study focuses on the following objectives: (I) investigate the kinetics and
apparent activation energy of the hybrid monomer METHB, (II) increase epoxide
conversion and polymerization rate of hybrid formulation, and (III) control physical
properties in epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins. In order to increase the epoxide conversion
and rate of polymerization, the sensitivity of epoxides to alcohol is used to facilitate the
activated monomer (AM) mechanism and induce a covalent bond between the epoxide
and acrylate polymers through the hydroxyl group. It is hypothesized that if the AM
mechanism is facilitated, epoxide conversion will increase. As a result, the resins can be
tailored to control phase separation and physical properties, and shrinkage stress can be
reduced.
In Chapter 2, the hybrid monomer METHB was polymerized at temperatures
ranging from 30°C to 70°C to obtain the apparent activation energy for the acrylate and
epoxide moeities. In Chapter 3, hydroxyl-containing acrylates were paired with epoxides
to promote the faster AM mechanism. The conversion of acrylate and epoxide was
monitored in real time by Raman spectroscopy. Monomer composition was changed in
the presence of hydroxyl-containing acrylate, and initiators were carefully selected in
order to control phase separation. The high glass transition temperatures of the epoxide
monomer were used to influence thermal and mechanical properties such as toughness,
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stress at break, and high temperature creep resistance while retaining ease of
processability provided by the acrylate monomer. The physical and mechanical properties
were monitored using DMA.
Fundamental knowledge gained from this research will enable the use of epoxyacrylate hybrid resins in variety of applications. For instance, shrinkage may be reduced
in dental fillings, noise and vibration problems in aircraft and other machinery may be
controlled, and photopolymerization cost could be reduced in thin film applications.
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CHAPTER 2
KINETIC STUDY FOR PHOTOPOLYMERIZATION OF
HYBRID MONOMER METHB USING RAMAN
SPECTROSCOPY
Introduction
Photopolymerization, because of its unique advantages, has become well-accepted in
many industrial applications such as coating glass fibers,1 textile printing, and sunlight
curing of waterborne latex paints.2 Reactions can occur at low or room temperature,
thereby decreasing energy demand and reducing thermal runaway hazards. Spatial
control is readily achieved, as light can be directed to the location of interest in the
system and is easily shuttered. Likewise, temporal control is easily achievable in the
acrylate as one can start and stop the reaction as needed.3
The use of hybrid photopolymerization, which contains two functional groups
polymerized by different reaction mechanisms, has been increasing in recent years.
Commonly reported are the free-radical and cationic polymerization systems such as
thiol-ene vinyl ether,4 methacrylate-vinyl ether,5 and epoxy-acrylate6 hybrid systems. The
hybrid resins may consist of hybrid monomer, which combines two functional groups in a
single monomer, or a hybrid mixture, in which the two functional groups are on separate
molecules. The main attribute of hybrid photopolymerization is that it synergistically
combines the advantages of the inherent properties of the reacting moieties in the
reaction. For example, atmospheric sensitivity of the acrylate to oxygen can be
reduced,7and the sensitivity of epoxides to moisture may be overcome in a hybrid
reaction.8
The photopolymerization of epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins occur by independent
cationic and free-radical reactions, respectively. The two reactions are a form of chain
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polymerization in which polymers are formed by continuous addition of monomer to the
growing chain, one molecule at a time. It consists of three major kinetic steps (as was
shown in Scheme 1.1): initiation, propagation, and termination (applicable to the freeradical reactions as cationic reactions generally lead to a chain transfer reaction9).
Independent kinetic studies of free-radical10 and cationic11-13 reactions by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and other methods are readily available. Similarly, the
kinetic studies of synthesized cycloaliphatic epoxide-acrylate hybrid monomer by realtime infrared (RTIR) spectroscopy have been reported.14 The commercially available
hybrid monomer METHB has been investigated by Raman spectroscopic and
microscopic method for its decreased oxygen inhibition effect7 and its lower sensitivity to
water compared to traditional epoxide systems.15 However, activation energy of the
epoxy-acrylate hybrid monomer of METHB has not been reported.
Typical activation energy of propagation for methacrylate16 is 22.36 kJ/mol as
monitored by pulsed laser polymerization (PLP), and those for epoxides11-13 are listed in
Table B1 of Appendix B. It has been difficult to use any of the DSC, PLP or RTIR
methods for kinetic study analysis of hybrid resins because of the presence of acrylate
and epoxide moiety in a single monomer. The aim of this study is to determine the
activation energy for the acrylate and epoxide moieties on the hybrid monomer METHB
using Raman spectroscopy for future modeling studies.
Raman spectroscopy has the advantage of monitoring simultaneously the rate of
photopolymerization and conversion of epoxide and methacrylate moieties in real-time.
Using conversion profiles obtained from Raman spectra, propagation rate constant from
experimental data, kp, was empirically obtained, and the apparent activation energy (the
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apparent activation energy may not be true activation energy, but is within the range of
true activation energy due to other experimental variables), was calculated using the
Arrhenius relationship.9
Experimental
Materials
The

epoxide/methacrylate

hybrid

monomer

3,4-epoxy-cyclohexyl-methyl

methacrylate (METHB, Diacel) (see Figure 2.1) was used in this study. 2,2-Dimethoxy2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMPA, Aldrich) was used to initiate the free-radical
(methacrylate) reaction, while diaryliodonium hexafluoroantimonate (DAI, Sartomer)
was utilized to initiate the cationic (epoxide) ring opening reaction. All materials were
used as received.

O
O

O

CH3
CH2

Figure 2.1: Molecular structure of hybrid monomer METHB
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Methods
Kinetic Studies using Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor the rate of photopolymerization and
conversion of epoxide and methacrylate moieties in real-time. A 785-nm near-infrared
laser was used to induce the Raman scattering effect. A Mark II holographic fibercoupled stretch probehead (Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc.) attached to the HoloLab 5000R
modular research Raman spectrograph was used to obtain spectra of the hybrid
formulations during photopolymerization. The exposure time for each spectrum was 200
ms. Samples were isothermally cured at temperatures ranging from 30°C to 70°C in 1mm ID quartz capillary tubes. The isothermal temperature was achieved by passing water
at constant temperatures through the sample holder. The high temperature limit was set at
70°C to prevent thermal polymerization. The cure was achieved by using an Acticure®
Ultraviolet/Visible Spot Cure System (EFOS, 250-450 nm band pass filter) with an
effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2, as measured by a radiometer (EFOS, R5000). The
conversion (α) of each reactive moiety was calculated from the collected Raman spectra
using

1

0

1.1

where Arxn(t) is the peak area of the reactive band at a given time, t, in the reaction, and
Arxn(0) is the peak area of the reactive band before the reaction begins. The reactive bands

representing the acrylate C=C and the epoxide ring are located at 1640 cm-1 and 790 cm-1,
respectively.15 Since the spectral baselines were constant throughout the experiment, a
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reference band was not needed. Note that the conversion profiles presented have been
smoothed using OriginLab 8.1 data analysis and graphing software. The smoothing used
a 5 point Savitzky-Golay method in the conversion-time profile at different temperatures.
Results and Discussion
The conversions of acrylate and epoxide functional groups of the hybrid monomer
as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. In Figure 2.2,
the methacrylate conversion increased from 0 to approximately 40s, then plateaued after
40s. The polymerization rate for the methacrylate increased as temperature increased
from 30°C to 70°C, as indicated by the increased steepness of the conversion profile. In
Figure 2.3, the epoxide ultimate conversion and corresponding polymerization rate
increased with increasing temperature. The increased reaction rate is a result of enhanced
molecular mobility at elevated temperatures, such as from reactive diffusion or thermal
initiation as a result of autoacceleration.17 Further studies would be needed to clarify the
cause.
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Figure 2.2: Acrylate C=C conversion for hybrid monomer METHB with 0.17wt% DMPA
and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2
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Figure 2.3: Conversion of epoxide ring for hybrid monomer, METHB with 0.5 wt% DAI
and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2
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Kinetic Rate Expressions
Rate of Polymerization of Hybrid Monomer,
METHB
The three major kinetic steps of radical chain polymerization (initiation,
propagation, and termination) were described in Scheme 1.1. This kinetic analysis
focuses the propagation rate for the monomer. The rate of propagation, Rp, for METHB
can be expressed mathematically as a function of conversion (α) and time (t) for acrylate
and epoxide moieties by

2.1

where the monomer concentration, [M], can be expressed as a function of the initial
monomer concentration, [M]o, and the conversion: [M] = [M]o(1- α).

2.2

Since

is 0, Equation 2.2 then becomes

2.3

By taking the derivative of the conversion profiles in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 as a function of
time and multiplying by [M]o, the rate of polymerization is obtained (see Figures 2.4 and
2.5 for acrylate and epoxide moieties, respectively).
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Figure 2.4: Acrylate C=C rate of polymerization for hybrid monomer, METHB with
0.17wt% DMPA and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2
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Figure 2.5: Epoxide rate of polymerization for hybrid monomer, METHB with 0.5 wt%
DAI and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2
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In order to obtain the propagation rate constants, kp, the rate of propagation of
METHB can derived from the kinetic rate expression for the propagation kinetic step

∗

2.4)

where [M*] is the concentration of propagating species, which for a general chain
polymerization can be cationic, anionic, or free radical. Generally, it is difficult to
measure the concentration of propagating chain species experimentally. Hence,
assumptions have to be made for radical and cationic reactions.
To obtain an expression for the radical moiety of METHB, the quasi-steady-state
assumption was made. The quasi-steady-state assumption states “that the concentration of
radicals increases initially and almost instantaneously reaches a constant steady-state
value. The rate of change of concentration of radicals quickly becomes zero and remains
unchanged

during

the

course

of

polymerization.”9

For

this

free-radical

photopolymerization, this assumption must be applied twice: once to derive an expression
for the concentration of free-radical photoinitiator fragments, [R•], and once to derive an
expression for the concentration of propagating chains, [M•]. The latter can be developed
mathematically from the kinetic rate expressions by equating the rates of initiation and
termination, Ri and Rt, respectively:

2

2

.

2.5
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where Ia is the absorbed light intensity, and Φ is the number of propagating chains
produced per photon absorbed (often called the quantum yield for initiation), and kt is the
termination rate constant. kt was calculated experimentally according to a known
method18 to be 1.32×108 L/(mol·s) for the range of temperature 30°C to 70°C (see
Appendix A.1 for detailed discussion). The two free radicals produced when DMPA
photolyzes (see Figure 1.1.) are accounted for by the factor 2 in the expression for the
rate of initiation, and the quantum yield, Φ, for DMPA is 0.4.19
In bulk polymerization, the absorbed light intensity, Ia, is dependent upon factors
such as sample thickness, light attenuation, and initiator concentration. This relationship
can be simplified using the Beer-Lambert model, at a wavelength of 365 nm, and
effective irradiance of 100mW/cm2 and expressed as follows

I

where

.

1

2.6

is the incident light intensity,

is the molar absorptivity of the photoinitiator in

L/(mole·cm), b is the thickness of reaction system in mm, and [I] is the photoinitiator
concentration in mole/L. Here, the molar absorptivity of DMPA at λ = 365 nm is 150
L/(mole·cm).20 To simplify the calculations, other wavelengths were not considered for
this analysis.
Hence, concentration of propagating chain species for a free-radical reaction can
be expressed as21

.

1

.

.

2.7
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In a cationic reaction, the quasi-steady-state approximation is not valid since the
concentration of cationic active centers changes over time and/or due to the lack of
termination reactions. Although the mechanism and kinetics of cationic systems are not
fully understood, studies have been carried out22 to validate a generalization for the
concentration of propagating species of cationic system, which is expressed as

∙

where

1

2.8

is the concentration of photoinitiator before illumination and kabs is the

absorption rate constant. The quantum yield, Φ, and absorption rate constant for the
cationic initiator DAI have been reported as 0.7 and 0.027 s-1, respectively.22,23
Propagation Rate Constant of METHB
The concentration of propagating species, shown in Equations 2.7 and 2.8, can be
substituted into Equation 2.4 to obtain expressions for the rate of propagation and the
propagation rate constant, respectively, for the acrylate (Equations 2.9 and 2.10) and
epoxide (Equations 2.11 and 2.12) moieties

.

2.9)

2.10)

.

∙

.

1

2.11)
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2.12)

∙

In Figures 2.4 and 2.5, the rate of polymerization increased with increasing
reaction temperature. The propagation rate constant for methacrylate and epoxide was
was determined at the time of maximum conversion using Equations 2.10 and 2.12 to
account for apparent propagation rate only. Each of the rate constants can be expressed
by an Arrhenius-type relationship as shown in Equations 2.13 and 2.14 to obtain the
apparent amount of energy required for the reaction to occur for the acrylate and epoxide
moieties of the hybrid monomer, METHB. The apparent activation energy of
propagation, Ep, and collision frequency factor, Ap, were determined from the slope and
intercept, respectively, of ln kp versus 1/T plots , as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.

2.13

or
ln

ln

where R is the ideal gas constant and T refers to the absolute temperature.

2.14
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Figure 2.6: Arrhenius plot for the acrylate C=C in hybrid monomer, METHB with
0.17wt% DMPA and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2. kp (L/(mol·s)) was obtained
from equation 2.10, by substituting for the respective variables.
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Figure 2.7: Arrhenius plot for the ring-opening polymerization of epoxide in hybrid
monomer METHB with 0.5 wt% DAI and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2. kp
(L/(mol·s)) was obtained from equation 2.12, by substituting for the respective variables.
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The apparent activation energy of propagation obtained for the methacrylate C=C and the
epoxide ring-opening polymerization from Figures 2.6 and 2.7 is 23.49 kJ/mol and 57.84
kJ/mol, respectively. The results obtained are comparable to those reported in the
literature, for methacrylate, 22.36 kJ/mol and those for expoxids are listed in Table B1,
for the respective acrylate and epoxide moieties. The frequency factor for the
methacrylate is 4.532× 1010 L/(mol·s) and for the epoxide is 5.059× 1010 L/(mol·s). The
goodness of fit in Figure 2.6 and 2.7 is less than unity because errors that might have
arisen. The goodness of fit could be improved for the acrylate reaction by excluding 70°C
data point, thereby limiting thermal auto-acceleration (see Figure 2.8). The resulting
activation energy for methacrylate C=C from Figure 2.8 is 31.05 kJ/mol, and the
frequency factor is 8.353× 1011 L/(mol·s). A two percent improvement in the goodness of
fit showed a 32% increase in the activation energy of the methacrylate reaction,
indicating the impact of thermal excursion on the activation energy of polymerization.
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Figure 2. 8: Arrhenius plot for the acrylate C=C in hybrid monomer, METHB with
0.17wt% DMPA and an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2. The data point for 70°C has
been removed.

In addition, the each data run was conducted only once, and the propagation rate constant
was determined at the time of maximum conversion where diffusion is limited and autoacceleration might be problematic.
Conclusion
Raman spectroscopy was used to probe the kinetics of the hybrid monomer, METHB,
which contains acrylate and epoxide moieties. The conversion was monitored in real time
for sets of isothermal reactions ranging from 30°C to 70°C. The polymerization rates
were determined for the acrylate and epoxide moieties. The concentration of the
propagating chain for the acrylate moiety was determined through the quasi-steady state
assumption and the epoxide moiety by cationic generalization. The kinetic rate constant
was expressed by an Arrhenius-type relationship to obtain the activation energy of
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propagation for methacrylate C=C of 23.49 kJ/mol and epoxide ring opening of 57
kJ/mol. The frequency factor for the methacrylate is 4.53× 1010 L/mol.s and for the
epoxide is 5.06× 1010 L/mol.s.
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CHAPTER 3
CONVERSION ENHANCEMENT AND PHYSICAL
PROPERTY CONTROL IN EPOXIDE-ACRYLATE
HYBRID PHOTOPOLYMERIZATIONS WITH
HYDROXYL-CONTAINING ACRYLATES
Introduction
Hybrid photopolymerizations, which contain two functional groups polymerized by
independent reaction mechanisms, have arisen in recent years. Free-radical and cationic
photopolymerization systems such as acrylate-cyclic ethers,1-3 thiol-ene/vinyl ether,4 and
acrylate-vinyl ether5-7 hybrid systems have been reported. The hybrid resins may consist
of a hybrid monomer, which combines the two functional groups in a single monomer, or
hybrid mixture, in which the two functional groups are on separate molecules.
Acrylate-epoxide hybrid systems have been developed1 to reduce atmospheric
sensitivity to oxygen and humidity8 and to enable sequential cure.2 High polymerization
shrinkage that results from acrylate moieties9,10 is reduced in epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins
because epoxides result in lower or no shrinkage during polymerization with respect to
acrylates.11
Despite the advantages of epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins, problems persist that must be
addressed. For example, polymers from hybrid monomers such as 3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl methacrylate (METHB) are brittle, due to the high cross-linking
density that results from the short distance between the acrylate and epoxide moieties on
the molecule. Hybrid mixtures of acrylates and epoxide moieties could mitigate this
problem; however, phase separation then becomes a concern.12,13 Most problematic is the
low conversions and slow curing rates of epoxides in the hybrid systems. The much faster
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acrylate reaction creates its polymer domains first, thereby preventing the epoxide from
achieving high conversion.1
An examination of the epoxide chain growth mechanisms provides a possible solution
to this problem of low epoxide conversions and slow curing rates. Propagation of the
cationically polymerizable epoxides proceeds through the active chain end (ACE)
mechanism,14 shown in Scheme 1.4a. However, a second mechanism, the activated
monomer (AM) mechanism, occurs in the presence of a nucleophilic species, such as an
alcohol (Scheme 1.4b). In this chain transfer reaction, a proton is released rapidly
between proton donors present in the system, which can activate an epoxide to start a new
epoxide polymer chain.15 ACE mechanisms are known to result in slow propagation,
which accounts for the low conversion of epoxides; however, it has been found that the
propagation rate for the AM mechanism is typically five times higher than the ACE
mechanism.16
The hypothesis of this study is that hydroxyl-containing acrylates in epoxy-acrylate
hybrid formulations will result in increased epoxide rate of polymerization and
conversion through promotion of the AM mechanism. Facilitation of the AM mechanism
will also covalently bond the epoxide network to the acrylate chain through the hydroxide
contained in the acrylate, thereby reducing phase separation. The Tg is lowered when an
acrylate is chosen with a lower Tg than the epoxide. Here, the acrylate content in the
hybrid formulations is varied to control the extent of these reactions and to examine their
effect on the kinetics and polymer properties.
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Experimental
Materials
Epoxide-acrylate hybrid formulations were made by varying the content of 3,4epoxycyclohexane carboxylate (EEC, Union Carbide) from 17 to 100 wt% and 2hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA, BASF) from 50 to 100 wt%, respectively. HEA was used to
promote the AM mechanism, and ethylene glycol methyl ether acrylate (EGMEA, BASF)
was used as a non-hydroxyl-containing control. Formulations contained 0.5 wt%
diaryliodonium

hexafluoroantimonate

(DAI,

Sartomer).

Upon

photolysis,

this

photoinitiator produces both cationic and free-radical active centers for the epoxide and
acrylate polymerizations in this study, respectively.18 All materials were used as received
and are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of monomers and photoinitiator used in this study
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Methods
Kinetic Studies using Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor the rate of photopolymerization and
conversion of epoxide and acrylate moieties in real time. A 785-nm near-infrared laser
was used to induce the Raman scattering effect, and the Mark II holographic fibercoupled stretch probehead (Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc.) attached to the HoloLab 5000R
modular research Raman spectrograph was used to obtain spectra of the hybrid
formulations during photopolymerization. The exposure time for spectra was 200 ms.
Samples were cured isothermally at 30°C in 1-mm ID quartz capillary tubes using an
Acticure® Ultraviolet/Visible Spot Cure System (EFOS, 250-450 nm band pass filter)
with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 as measured by a radiometer (EFOS,
R5000). The conversion (α) of each reactive moiety was calculated from the collected
Raman spectra using

1

0

1.1

where Arxn(t) is the peak area of the reactive band at a given time, t, in the reaction and
Arxn(0) is the peak area of the reactive band before the reaction begins. The reactive bands

representing the acrylate C=C double bond and epoxide ring are located at 1640 and 790
cm-1, respectively.19 Since the spectral baselines were constant throughout the
experiment, a reference band was not needed. The data presented have been smoothed
using OriginLab 8.1 data analysis and graphing software. The smoothing used a 15 points
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Savitzky-Golay method to remove noise in the data at high conversion, when
concentration of epoxide rings was low.
Physical Property Studies using
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Polymer samples were prepared and tested to obtain glass transition temperature
(Tg) and storage modulus using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Formulations were
sandwiched between two glass slides, which were coated with Rain-x to prevent the
polymer sample from sticking to the glass surface. Glass cover slips were used as spacers
to achieve 300 µm thickness. Samples contained in slides were illuminated for 15 min
using Acticure® Ultraviolet/Visible Spot Cure System (EFOS, 250-450 nm band pass
filter) with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2. The polymerized samples, still
between the glass slides, were passed through a Fusion UV system (BF9H2, UV-bulb) at
2 ft/min belt speed to ensure complete cure. After removal from the glass slides, the
polymer samples were placed in an oven at 150°C for 2 hours to ensure thermal cure
would not take place during the DMA experiments. Rectangular samples of
approximately 15 mm length x 6.0 mm width x 0.30 mm thickness were cut from the
polymer and placed in a DMA (Q800, TA) for the experiments. The storage modulus and
tan δ values were recorded and plotted against temperature for the DMA multi-frequency
strain mode, with dynamic amplitude of 15 µm and a tension film clamp. The thermal
events analyzed by the DMA were for a 1 Hz oscillating frequency at 3°C/min scan rate
from -50°C or below to 350°C.
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Results and Discussion
This study investigated the effect of facilitating AM mechanism in epoxideacrylate hybrid formulation on kinetic and physical properties of acrylate and epoxide
polymerization, using only cationic initiator, DAI. It is known that the radical active
centers generated during the cationic decomposition of DAI are suitable for initiating the
free-radical reaction of acrylates at suitable reaction conditions. The reactions were
studied by real-time Raman spectroscopy, and the physical properties of the coatings
cured in ambient condition were investigated by dynamic mechanical analysis. Refutas
equation was used to predict the viscosity of the hybrid mixture in order to account for
the impact of viscosity during polymerization.
Free-Radical Photopolymerization of
Epoxy-Acrylate Hybrid Formulations
Conversion profiles for acrylate polymerization were obtained by Raman
spectroscopy as a function of increasing epoxide concentration in the hybrid formulations
containing only cationic photoinitiator. In Figure 3.2, the acrylate conversion of the neat
EGMEA begins immediately, but levels off at 8% conversion after 25 s of illumination.
The low conversion of the neat EGMEA is attributed to dissolved oxygen in the
formulation, which immediately consumed radical active centers generated by cationic
initiator, DAI. However, as EEC was introduced into the system, the acrylate conversion
jumped from 8% to about 84% after 5 min. Similarly, the conversion decreased slightly
as EEC concentration increased, which may be attributed to dilution effect of the
EGMEA monomer in the formulation.
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Figure 3.2: Acrylate C=C conversion for hybrid formulations of EEC-EGMEA (on a wt%
basis) with 0.5 wt% DAI at 30°C and with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2
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Figure 3.3: Acrylate C=C conversion for hybrid formulations of EEC-HEA (on a wt%
basis) with 0.5 wt% DAI at 30°C and with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2

In Figure 3.3, the presence of the hydroxyl group on the acrylate monomer
produced a much higher acrylate conversion and rate of photopolymerization. The high
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conversion and rate of polymerization for these hydroxyl-containing monomers are
facilitated by hydrogen bonding, which mitigates termination reactions due to reduced
polymer radical mobility.20 The conversion and rate of polymerization for the neat HEA
was delayed for 10 s, then reaches 20% conversion after 150 s of illumination and
underwent auto-acceleration to reach 80% conversion. The initial delay was due to
diffused oxygen: as the polymerization proceeded, the diffused oxygen was consumed in
the system, leading to an increased acrylate conversion.21,22 The polymerization rate of
acrylate in the hybrid formulatiosn began almost immediately and reached 80-95%
conversion. In the hybrid formulations, reaction was complete within the first 50s of
illumination; increasing EEC concentration reduced ultimate conversion. The increase in
acrylate conversion in the hybrid formulation is attributed to hydrogen bonding effect
between the acrylate and the hydroxyl group present.23 Similarly, a dilution effect,
resulting from low viscosity of the acrylate, facilitated higher acrylate conversions at low
EEC concentrations.
To investigate the dilution effect, the viscosities of EEC-EGMEA and EEC-HEA
mixtures were predicted using the Refutas equation (Equation 3.1),24 and the results are
shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The EEC-EGMEA formulations have lower viscosities
compared to the EEC-HEA formulations, however, the acrylate and Epoxide conversions
are lower for the EEC-EGMEA formulation as compared to the EEC-HEA formulations.

.
.

where

0.8

3.1
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,

3.01

,

and

14.534

0.8

10.975

3.02

The viscosity blending index (VBI) for mixture and components is represented by
VBImixture and VBIcomp. Viscosity of mixture and components in centipoises is represented

and

by

. Weight fraction of monomers in the mixture is represented by W1

and W2.
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Figure 3.4: Acrylate conversion versus monomer viscosity in hybrid formulation of EECHEA and EEC-EGMEA. Viscosity of monomer composition is estimated using Refutas
equation
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Figure 3.5: Epoxide conversion versus monomer viscosity in hybrid formulation of EECHEA and EEC-EGMEA. Viscosity of monomer composition is estimated using Refutas
equation

Cationic Ring-Opening Photopolymerization
of Epoxy-Acrylate Hybrid Formulations
Conversion profiles for epoxide polymerization were obtained by Raman
spectroscopy as a function of increasing epoxide concentration in the hybrid formulations
containing only cationic photoinitiator. The cationic photopolymerization was monitored
simultaneously with the free-radical reaction, and the epoxide conversion and
polymerization rate results are presented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for EEC-EGMEA and
EEC-HEA formulations, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Conversion of epoxide ring for hybrid formulations of EEC-EGMEA (on a
wt% basis) with 0.5 wt% DAI at 30°C and with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2.

In Figure 3.6, the ring opening polymerization of the cationic monomer, EEC,
proceeded through the active chain end (ACE) mechanism. As a result, the epoxide
conversion and polymerization rates for the formulation were low. The initial rate of
polymerization was the same in the hybrid formulation containing EEC concentrations
higher than 37wt% as with the neat EEC system. However, conversion up to 40% was
achieved after 250 s of illumination with hybrid formulations containing the lowest EEC
concentration. Conversion of epoxide decreased from 40% to 15% with increasing EEC
concentration. The increase in epoxide conversion at low EEC concentration can be
attributed to the dilution effect of the acrylate monomer, EGMEA. The acrylate monomer
EGMEA decreased the viscosity of the formulation with increasing acrylate
concentration as shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: Conversion of epoxide ring for hybrid formulations of EEC-HEA (on a wt%
basis) with 0.5 wt% DAI at 30°C and with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2.

In Figure 3.7, the initial rate of polymerization was much faster for all hybrid
formulations. Conversions up to 80% were reached after 50 s of illumination with all
hybrid formulations. The ultimate conversions decreased from 80% to 60% with
increasing EEC concentration, but are well above the neat system. The conversion of the
neat EEC proceeded by the ACE mechanism, leading to a low conversion and rate of
polymerization. However, as HEA was introduced into the system, the AM mechanism
was facilitated, leading to a drastic increase from 17% conversion for the neat epoxide to
80% conversion in the hybrid formulation containing 17wt% EEC. The hydroxylcontaining acrylate, HEA, was the source of the chain transfer agent that facilitated the
activated monomer (AM) mechanism, which was responsible for the increased epoxide
conversion. The acrylate polymer chains and epoxide crosslinked network were also
covalently bonded, through the hydroxyl groups in the acrylate, and this bonding
provided an opportunity to tune the physical properties of the polymer.
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Physical Properties of Epoxide-Acrylate
Hybrid Photopolymers
The EEC-EGMEA formulations were characterized by low acrylate and epoxide
conversion. Thus, the physical properties of the polymers were so poor, that specimens
could not be made for DMA measurements. Free-radical initiator DMPA was added to
the formulation in order to obtain the representative tan δ data for EEC-EGMEA shown
in Figure 3.8. However, as AM mechanisms were facilitated, the conversion of acrylate
and epoxides increased, as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.7. The covalent bonds between the
acrylate and epoxide polymer systems resulted in a good polymer properties. Hence, the
tan δ of EEC-HEA formulations with only the cationic photoinitiator DAI is presented in
Figure 3.9.
As EEC concentration increased, the tan δ peak broadened from a narrow peak
centered at -2°C in the formulation containing 17wt% EEC and 83wt% of EGMEA to a
very broad peak ranging from -25°C to 100°C in the formulation containing 50wt% EEC
and 50wt% EGMEA. The glass transition temperature of neat EEC was 210°C. The
broadness in peak of the EEC-EGMEA formulations is an indication of phase separation
occurring in the polymer as the EGMEA and EEC.
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Figure 3.8: Tan δ plots, obtained by DMA, of EEC-EGMEA polymers. Hybrid
formulations were photopolymerized with 0.5wt% DAI and 0.017 wt% DMPA at 30°C
for 15 min using an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 , and the resulting polymers were
heat treated at 150°C for 2 hours.

However, when EGMEA was replaced by the hydroxyl-containing HEA in the
formulations, the Tg of the hybrid polymers increased as the EEC concentration
increased. In the formulation containing 17wt% EEC and 83wt% HEA, the Tg was 70°C,
while the Tg was 93°C in the formulation containing 50wt% EEC and 50wt% HEA. As
the acrylate concentration increased, the left-hand shoulder of the tan δ peak disappeared,
indicating reduced phase separation as the EEC and acrylate polymer domains were
covalently connected through the hydroxyl group via the AM mechanism. Thus, low
toughness of epoxides can be reduced by judiciously incorporating hydroxyl-containing
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acrylates with the desired flexibility. Polymers from neat HEA were not obtained because
the reaction was plagued with oxygen inhibition such that suitable specimens for DMA
analysis were not obtained.
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Figure 3.9: Tan δ plots, obtained by DMA, of EEC-HEA polymers. Hybrid formulations
were photopolymerized with 0.5wt% DAI at 30°C for 15 min using an effective
irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 , and the resulting polymers were heat treated at 150°C for 2
hours.
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Conclusions
Epoxide conversion and rate of polymerization in epoxide-acrylate hybrid
monomer systems were shown to increase through the introduction of a hydroxyl group
on the meth/acrylate monomer, taking advantage of the faster AM mechanism.

In

addition, this covalent bond linking the epoxide network to the meth/acrylate polymer
chains resulted in little or no phase separation and a reduction of the Tg for the hybrid
polymer compared to the neat epoxide.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Key kinetic constants for the hybrid monomer, METHB, were established in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3, it was demonstrated that epoxide conversion can be increased in hybrid
formulations by incorporating a hydroxyl-containing acrylate. Using these results, further
studies are recommended to control phase separation, physical properties, and shrinkage
stress of these epoxy-acrylate polymers.
1. Increase epoxide conversion and rate of polymerization, by increasing the acrylate
functionality, increasing the number of hydroxyls contained in the acrylate, changing
the chemical structure of epoxides, in epoxy-acrylate hybrid formulation. A major
setback in cationic reactions is the low polymerization rate and conversion of
epoxides. The hybrid resins are not devoid of this setback; as such it is desired to
achieve a high conversion of epoxide. Preliminary results have shown that epoxide
conversion and rate of polymerization are increased when EEC is paired with
hydroxyl-containing mono-acrylate. The hypothesis is that the activated monomer
(AM) mechanism is facilitated. The new hypothesis is to increase epoxide conversion
by changing the monomer structure such as increasing the acrylate functionalities,
changing to different epoxides, increasing the hydroxides contained in the acrylates.
2. Control phase separation in epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins.

Phase separation is

selective in its applications, for instance in impact resistance objects, phase separation
is desired, while it is not in other applications. The hypothesis is that phase separation
is controlled by changing the monomer composition of the hybrid resin in the
presence of hydroxyl-containing acrylate, careful choice of initiator, for instance,
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phase separation can be induced in a formulation when DAI only initiator is used,
while the same formulation can become homogeneous when DMPA and DAI
initiators are used.
3. Control physical properties of hybrid polymers. Understanding and controlling the
mechanism of phase separation, chemical composition and nanostructure formation in
polymers of epoxy-acrylate hybrid resins allows one to tailor the performance of the
materials to a manifold of applications. It is hypothesized that the high glass transition
temperature of the epoxide moiety can be used to increase thermal and mechanical
properties such as toughness, stress at break or high–temperature creep resistance
while retaining ease of processability stimulated by the acrylate moiety.
4. Reduce shrinkage stress in hybrid polymer materials by controlling the kinetics of
photopolymerization. It is very desirable in many industrial applications to control the
sequence of reaction in hybrid photopolymerization. It is hypothesized that a fast
epoxide and slow acrylate conversions will result in low shrinkage stress and vice
versa. This study facilitates the AM mechanism to achieve fast epoxide conversion,
and subsequently induce ACE mechanism to retard the epoxide, to achieve fast
acrylate conversion by controlling monomer concentration and initiator choice.
Further discussion of shrinkage stress analysis is found in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX A
METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF kt.
Materials: The epoxide/methacrylate hybrid monomer 3,4-epoxy-cyclohexyl-

methyl methacrylate (METHB, Diacel) (see Figure 2.1) was used in this study. 2,2Dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetophenone (DMPA, Aldrich) was used to initiate the free-radical
(methacrylate) reaction. All materials were used as received.
Method:

Raman

spectroscopy

was

used

to

monitor

the

rate

of

photopolymerization and conversion of the methacrylate moiety in real-time. A 785-nm
near-infrared laser was used to induce the Raman scattering effect. A Mark II holographic
fiber-coupled stretch probehead (Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc.) attached to the HoloLab
5000R modular research Raman spectrograph was used to obtain spectra of the hybrid
formulations during photopolymerization. The exposure time for each spectrum was 200
ms. Samples were isothermally cured at temperatures ranging from 30°C to 70°C in 1mm ID quartz capillary tubes. The cure was achieved by using an Acticure®
Ultraviolet/Visible Spot Cure System (EFOS, 250-450 nm band pass filter) with an
effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2, as measured by a radiometer (EFOS, R5000), and
this initiation light was shuttered after 25 s of illumination. The conversion (α) of each
reactive moiety was calculated from the collected Raman spectra using Equation 1.1. The
reactive bands representing the acrylate C=C is located at 1640 cm-1, and since the
spectral baselines were constant throughout the experiment, a reference band was not
needed.
Results: The hybrid monomer METHB was photopolymerized using only the

free-radical photoinitiator DMPA, and the initiating light was turned off at 25 sec for
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isothermal reactions ranging from 30 to 70°C. The rate of polymerization that occurs in
the dark can be expressed as
•

1.1

where [P•] is the concentration of propagating polymer chains. The rate of termination
can be expressed as

2

•

1.2

Equation A1.2 can be rearranged to the form

2

•

1.3

Integrating Equation A1.3, an expression for the concentration of propagating polymer
chains
1
•

2

1
•

1.4

where [P•]0 is the concentration of the radicals at the beginning of the dark period and t is
the time of dark reaction.
Equation A1.1 can be further rearranged to obtain

•

1.5
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By substituting Equation A1.5 into Equation A1.4, an estimate for

can be obtained

versus t plot

from the slope of the
2

A plot of

1.6

of Equation A1.6 vs t yielded a straight line, with a slope of

, for

temperatures ranging from 30°C to 70°C.
Recall the rate of propagation as expressed by Equation 2.9
.

.

will yield

Rearranging in terms of

1

The value of

2.9)

.

1.7

can be estimated by substituting for the values in the RHS of equation

A1.7 from the dark experiment.
If kt is solved for in

from

, and the result expressed as a function of kp, by iterating

the results, the value of kt and kp were estimated as shown in Table A1 to be constant.
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Table A1.
Temperature

Estimation of kt.from dark polymerization experiments.
2

(ºC)
From plot of

kp × 10-5

kt × 10-8

L/(mol·s)

L/(mol·s)

From equation
A1.7

30

410.85

39.47

3.20

1.32

40

45.42

356.99

28.95

1.32

50

32.61

497.29

40.32

1.32

60

35.85

452.35

36.68

1.32

70

23.79

681.49

55.26

1.32
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APPENDIX B
LITERATURE VALUES FOR ACTIVATION
ENERGIES OF CATIONIC RING-OPENING OF
EPOXIDES

Table B1.
epoxides
Epoxide

Literature values for activation energies of cationic ring-opening of
Measurement

Activation Energy

Technique

(kJ/mol)

Reference

Oxetane

NMR

47

Dreyfuss and Dreyfuss, 1976

THF

Dilatometer

61

Sims, 1966

1,3-dioxolane

Gas Chromatography

49

Dreyfuss and Dreyfuss, 1976

Oxepane

Gas Chromatography 75

Chien et al., 1988

1,3-dioxepane

Gas Chromatography

86

Chien et al., 1988

THF (tetrahydrofuran), NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance)
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APPENDIX C
REPRESENTATIVE REAL-TIME RAMAN DATA FOR
ISOTHERMAL PHOTOPOLYMERIZATIONS OF
METHB IN CHAPTER 2
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1640 cm‐1
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Figure C1: Real-time Raman waterfall plot of METHB with 0.17 wt% DMPA. Freeradical only photopolyermization with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 at 30°C.
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Figure C1: Real-time Raman waterfall plot of METHB with 0.5 wt% DAI. Cationic only
photopolymerization with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 at 30°C.
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Figure C2: Real-time Raman waterfall plot of METHB with 0.5 wt% DAI and 0.17 wt%
DMPA. Free-radical and cationic photopolymerization with an effective irradiance of 100
mW/cm2 at 30°C.
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1640 cm‐1

Figure C3: Real-time Raman waterfall plot of METHB with 0.17 wt% DMPA. Freeradical only photopolymerization with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 at 70°C.
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Figure C4: Real-time Raman waterfall plot of METHB with 0.5 wt% DAI. Cationic only
photopolymerization with an effective irradiance of 100 mW/cm2 at 70°C.
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Figure C5: Real-time Raman waterfall plot of METHB with 0.5 wt% DAI and 0.17 wt%
DMPA. Free-radical and cationic photopolymerization with an effective irradiance of
100 mW/cm2 at 30°C.
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APPENDIX D
SHRINKAGE STRESS ANALYSIS
Several analytical approaches are available for measuring polymerization
shrinkage. Some methods are based on volume change such as fluid dilatometer1 and gas
pycnometer;2 others measure shrinkage stress by dividing the measured tensile force by
cross-sectional area of the sample, such as using a tensometer3 and polymerization stress
tester designed to measure polymerization stress and shrinkage. In a fluid dilatometer, an
uncured sample is immersed in an immiscible fluid, such as mercury or water, which
extends to a graduated capillary tube that is attached to a bulb. The change in volume of
the sample is noted by measuring the change in height of the fluid in the capillary tube.4
Similarly, a pycnometer measures the change in volume of a sample during cure. The
instrument has two connected chambers of known volume, with the sample placed in one
of the chambers. When the sample is cured, gas is allowed to enter into the sample
chamber from the other chamber. The sample volume is calculated via Boyle’s law from
the change in pressure of the gas from the other chamber before and after curing of the
sample.
The tensometer is based on a basic engineering beam theory that a tensile force
generated by the bonded shrinkage sample causes a centiliver beam to deflect. The
deflection of the beam is measured with a linear variable differential transformer. The
tensile force is calculated based on a calibration constant for the beam that is dependent
on the distance between the clamped end of the centiliver beam and the sample position
along the beam. Shrinkage stress is obtained by dividing the measured tensile force by
the cross-sectional area of the sample.5
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Polymerization shrinkage stress tester (Proto-tech, Portland, OR) is based on
cylindrical testing geometry that uses a precision positioning stage driven by a stepping
motor (see Figure 1.3). The advantage it has over other methods is that sample
preparations for each specimen are quick and easy to perform. A 200N load cell senses
the polymerization stress, and the level of compliance correction can be adjusted up to
100% compensation for compliance of the load cell. The up and down motion of the
stage is controlled through a command module. The polymerization stress or the
polymerization shrinkage of the composite can be measured with the apparatus,
depending on the testing mode selected. The testing fixtures allow for light curing to be
directed to both the top and bottom sides of the specimen.6 This method could be paired
with Raman spectroscopy to obtain real-time kinetics together with polymerization
shrinkage.

clamps (2)

6mm diameter
acrylic stubs (2)

composite layer

curing lighs (2)

Figure D1: Schematic of polymerization stress tester, used to monitor polymerization
shrinkage.
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